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Our collections

5 Colleges Chicago Cornell Duke ZBW (GBV 
library)

Total numbers 
for bibliographic 
records

~ 6,5 mill 
bibs

~ 4 mill bibs

Bound with 29,379 Several 
hundred 
thousand?

187,000 23,914

Analytics 280,049 2,6 mill



Glossary
Bound-with:

A physical object where two or more titles are 
joined together under one cover. 

The object is represented in a system as a single 
item which links to more than one bibliographic 
record. 

Analytics:

A bibliographic record for an individual work in a 
monographic series.  

Alternatively, a bibliographic record for an article in 
a journal or newspaper, or for a chapter in a book.  

Analytics for monographic series are common in 
libraries.  Analytics for journal articles or book 
chapters are much less common.  Sometimes 
called “analytic entry.” 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17kRyXflyV-TZyS2sUbS1zTY1mZ83QUT6JxHJnr0w7hs/edit#gid=1426404785


10 most important usecases for 
Bound-with:
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Data model: 1 shared item linked to multiple holdings records



Item record. Check box to display in top of Item record

Bound with



Add accordion at bottom of item record for linked 
instance information



Title 1, 2 copies

Shared item



Title 1, copy 2 holdings detail

Notes are optional



Title 2, 1 copy



Item detail
And other titles

Is it possible to add a 
constant to the title 
data--such as “And 
other titles”--when 
the item is linked to 
more than one 
holdings and/or 
when the “bound 
with” box is 
checked?



Inventory. Search and filter
When barcode scanned (or other search for item-specific data) for item search in 
Inventory, all instances are displayed in results list.

❏ Different title
❏ Another different title
❏ Yet another title



Check out
Can [and other titles] (or similar 
wording) be generated in the display if 
the item is marked “bound with”?



Request

bound-with

should “bound with” display 
anywhere, maybe here? 
(generated from item data)



Patron notice

Possible note text:
“The title you requested is included in a 
volume with these titles: list of titles"
Or
“The title you requested is included in a 
volume beginning with this title: title 1”

Or just “With: title(s)”

Also pertains to recalls, overdue notices, 
etc.



Ex. from TAMU’s catalog (7/30/2020)



Requested changes -- How possible? How big?
1) Allow item to link to more than one holdings record (major change to data 

model)
2) Add display element to item to indicate bound-with-ness
3) Add constant display text to title in various displays 
4) Add accordion/element to item record: bound-with titles (similar to related 

instances element in Instance record)
5) Other options we haven’t considered?



Alternative model for bound-withs: 
linking at item level



Instance 1

Instance 2

Instance 3 Holdings 3.1 

Holdings 1.2

Holdings 2.2

Holdings 2.1

Holdings 1.1 Item 
1.1

Dependent  Item 
2.1 
(inherits status, 
material type, etc.)

Item 1.2
(has 
dependents)

Item 
2.2a
Item 
2.2b

Item 
3.1b

Dependent  Item 
3.1a 
(inherits status)

Model 2: Primary/Dependent Items



Presents many of the same 
issues as the single item linked 
to multiple holdings model?

Model 3: Super-Item



Item elements (dependent items) 
Required
Date created
Created by (user)
Date updated
Updated by (user)
HRID
Holdings UUID

Required, inherited from primary item, editable
Material type, term
Material type, category
Material type, source

Inherited from primary item, not editable
Location
Call number
Barcode
Item status (availability)
Permanent loan type

Inherited from primary item, editable
Suppression from discovery (yes/no)

All other item data elements are optional, all 
editable



“Primary” item

*not* suggesting we use “bound-with” as item material type -- though this is an existing 
option -- rather we would like an additional element (“make primary” / “make dependent”?) in 
the item data



Primary item display

Primary

And other titles

Accordion at bottom to display/create links to dependent items



Dependent item display

Accordion at bottom, displaying link to “primary item” and other dependent items?



Add accordion at bottom of item record for linked 
item information



Germany. Modelling bound-with in CBS -> FOLIO
Link to document from Felix Hemme: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y5n78Hdfx8oYW-yn6hrI5Yhc3UmnvN3jWdQ7Rjnfy3k/edit

Needed in Folio
- Store an item barcode in just one item. The barcode is then automatically assigned to the other, linked items through the 

creation of a bound-with relationship.
- Be able to search by barcode and see all associated records (items/instances).
- Show all items that are linked together as bound-withs.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y5n78Hdfx8oYW-yn6hrI5Yhc3UmnvN3jWdQ7Rjnfy3k/edit

